ON THE ADDITIVITY OF LATTICE COMPLETENESS to the memory of Maurice Audin
ISRAEL HALPERIN AND MARIA WONENBURGER 1. Introduction* It was shown in [1, Theorem 4.3] that upper fc$-continuity 1 is additive in the following sense:
(1.1) Suppose that [0, a] , [0, b] But it may happen that [0, a] , [0, b] are both upper ^-complete (both may even be von Neumann geometries with a perspective to 6) and yet [0, a U b] is not upper ^-complete. In fact there are von Neumann rings & for which the lattice R^, with £f = ^2, is not even upper ^0-complete (see the Remark preceding Definition 3.1)
With a modest supplementary condition however, additivity of upper -completeness does hold, as we show in this paper.
2. Terminology and notation* We shall use the notation of [1] , [2] , and [4] .
I will denote a set of indices a and I will denote the cardinal power of /.
will denote an infinite cardinal, Ω will denote the least ordinal number whose corresponding cardinal power is ^.
A Of with dual definitions for lower ^-completeness and lower ^-continuity. The lattice is called ^c omplete, respectively ^-continuous if it is both upper and lower -continuous.
A complemented modular lattice L is called an #-von Neumanngeometry if it is ^-complete and ^-continuous (irreducibility is not assumed).
If we omit the fc$ i n an Y of these designations, this implies that the lattice L has the corresponding ^-property for all ^.
If Proof. We may suppose that {α, 6, c} is an independent set, for if c, b are replaced by [c -(α Π c)] and [6 -(6 Π (α U c))] respectively the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 continue to hold and the conclusion is not changed.
Using transίinite induction, we may suppose that Lemma 3.1 holds for all fc$' < ^. We may therefore assume that x a is given, ^ α U δ U c for all 0 < a < Ω, that Ufe\ a ^ β) exists for all β < Ω and we need only show that \J(x ω \a < Ω) exists.
We may suppose x Λ ^ x β for a <£ β < Ω (by replacing the original v» by \J(x β \β S oc) for all {a < Ω).
Set x o =\J((x Λ f](aΓ\b))\a<Ω) (this union exists since, by hypothesis, [0, a U δ] is upper ^-complete). Set x a -x Q U % a for 0 < α: < Ω and observe that x β^xa for all 0 ^ β g α: < £. Set y 0 = ά 0 and y a = [ά Λ -UfelO ^ /9 < α)] for 0 < a < Ω. Then U(2/β|0 ^ iδ < α) = U(^β|0 ^ /S < a) for all 0 < a < fl, as may be verified easily by transfinite induction.
Clearly, we need only show that \J(y a \0 ^ a < Ω) exists. Hence it is sufficient to show that \J Λ y Λ exists, where (for the rest of this proof) we write LL to mean \J 0<a<Ω (note: 0 ^ a < Ω has been replaced by 0 < a < Ω). 
We shall show that u is the desired union \J a y a . It is clearly sufficient to show for every w: if u ^ w ^ j/ Λ for all 0 < α < Ω then ίί^w.
Since a U 2/* ^ α U w and 6 U y a ^ 6 U ^ for all 0 < a < Ω,
It is therefore sufficient to show that a Π (δ U w) ^ w. We shall show that a Π (δ U u) = 0; this will imply:
Since u (a, c, )&) is assumed to hold we need only show:
for every finite set of indices 0 < a x < a 2 < < a m < Ω. Hence it is sufficient to show that
and so it is sufficient to show that
For this purpose, we note: y a Π (\J(Vβ10 ^ β < a) = 0 for all 0 < a < β. This implies that {t/ α | a = 0, α^, , a m } is an independent set and hence Vo Π (U(l/«l α = α i> '•"> #«)) = 0. This implies (3.2) since the left side of (3.2) is ^ y 0 . Thus Lemma 3.1 is proved.
, m for some finite integer m and suppose that u(a if a h ^)
Proof. If m rg 2 the conclusion is part of the hypotheses. Suppose that m > 2 and that the Corollary is known to hold with m -1 in place of m; then Lemma 3.1 can be applied (with a = a l9 b = α 3 U U« ffl and c = α 2 ) to show that the Corollary holds for m itself. By induction on m, the Corollary is established. and for 1 < i <; n,
Obviously, α Wil < a τ . If i > 1 then α Wti ~ 9>(α*,<); ?>(»».*) ^ α»; ά< < α x ; and α w>ί Π (?>(««,») U α» U α x ) = 0; these facts imply that a mΛ < a ± (use (2.2) of [1] ). The conclusion of Lemma 3.2 now follows at once.
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.2, and using a new m and new elements &3, # ,^m we may suppose that (i), (iii) hold in the strengthened form: a -a x 0 a 2 0 LJ ^m and a { < «! for 2 < i ^ m. Suppose that l^ΐ<i^m. If i ^= 2 then a d < α 2 (because of (ii)) and there is a perspectivity mapping φ of [0, a { U α y ] with 9?(α<) ^ di and 9>(α y ) ^ a 2 Proof. This follows from Corollary 2 to Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 2 to Lemma 3.5.
is an ^-von Neumann-geometry (respectively a von, Neumann-geometry).

Then [0, α] is an )&-von Neumann-geometry, respectively a von Neumanngeometry.
Proof. This follows from the Corollary to Lemma 3.3 and the Corollary to Lemma 3.6. COROLLARY 
Suppose that & is an #-von Neumann-ring (respectively a von Neumann-ring). If R^. has a basis x u x 29
, x m such that x 2 ~ x x and x { < x λ for 2 < i ^ m, then & 2 is an #-von Neumannring (respectively 9 a von Neumann-ring).
Proof. By hypothesis, the unit element of the lattice R^ is the union REMARK. Let & be the ring of sequences x -(x n ) with all x n complex numbers and all but a finite number of x n real, with componentwise addition and multiplication; this example was given by Kaplansky [3, page 526] . This <% is a von Neumann-ring but ^? 2 is not even upper -complete. (i) and (ii) are obvious from the definition of Boolean element.
(ii) asserts that a is in the centre of L as defined in [1, (2.5) ]. But if a is in the centre of L and b is any element in L with 6 ^ a then a is in the centre of [0, δ], hence [b -a] is uniquely determined (use [1, (2.6) 
]). This proves (iii).
If 6, c are arbitrary elements in L, set
. Since α fl ί)i = α ίl c 2 = 0 and a is in the centre of L, it follows that (α, δ x )P, (α, c x )P, hence (α, δ x U cJP (use [1, (2,6 )]); therefore α Π (δx U Ci) = 0. By the modular law
and hence (iv) holds.
Thus [0, a] is a distributive complemented lattice, equivalently: a Boolean algebra. This proves (v). If a { Π a Φ 0 for any i it suffices to choose this element as b λ since the relations a x ~ a 2 and a { < α x if i Φ 1 imply δ x -δ 2 for some δ 2 =£ b λ (even δ x ΓΊ δ 2 = 0).
On the other hand, if a { Π a = 0 for all i, set δ x = (α x U U ^) (1 α where i is the smallest integer for which this element is different from 0 (necessarily 1 < i S m) and set b 2 [2] ).
